
An Outdoor Learning Conference
to stimulate discussion

Nature, Nurture, Knowledge:
The value of outdoor learning in primary education

Date: Wednesday May 26, 8am - 4pm
Location: Lisieux Catholic Primary School, 90 South Beach Rd, Torquay



This one-day conference is aimed at primary educators who are passionate about 
learning more about the powerful role of nature in a child’s development. The day 
is planned to inspire discussion about: 

In addition to some outstanding keynote facilitators, attendees will participate in a 
Spotlight Tour, where we shine a light on outdoor learning practice in action. 

the importance of nature-based learning; 

how to foster nurturing outdoor learning environments; 

the role of risk-taking; 

how pets in school can impact positive health; 

the connection between wellbeing and nature. 



CONFERENCE PROGRAM 
8:00am  Registration
Tea and Coffee on arrival. Various resources and displays will be available.

8:45am  Welcome to Country  -  Wurri-Ki Culture

9:00am  Official Opening & welcome  -  Ron Dando - Stewardship Innovation Leader

9:05am - 10:10am  Keynote Presentation: “The woods are lovely, dark and deep.”
Children’s early years are when we lay the foundations for their successful adult lives, and 
John has plenty of ideas for ensuring that those foundations are strong.  John Marsden

10:10am - 11:00am Keynote Presentation: “Maintaining the spark”
Simple, inexpensive strategies to create motivational learning environments, reducing 
challenging classroom behaviours.  Niki Buchan

11:00am Morning Tea 

11:30-12:00pm  Keynote Presentation: “Known and Loved - our journey.”
A brief overview of the Lisieux journey and how this learning community developed 
to place a strong emphasis on outdoor learning as a key component of its wellbeing 
approach.  Susan Ryan

12:00pm-1:00pm  Spotlight Tour: 
• The Growth Project lesson (gardening lesson, possibly making recycled seed 
 pods out of newspaper) - Year 3/4 team
• The benefits of just knocking down your walls - Year 5/6 team
• Outdoor Discovery lesson - Prep team
• Outdoor Literacy & Arts Experience - Year 1/2 team
• De’Couverte - Year 3/4 team

Follow the map provided to view outdoor learning lessons throughout the Lisieux 
campus. Observe, interact with staff and students, and feel free to ask questions.

1:00pm  Lunch 

2:00pm  Keynote Presentation: “Emerge victorious”
How wonder can help us be attentive to where we are and  what we do through 
education.  Barb Jones

3:00pm  Plenary session Q & A Panel

4:00pm  Close 



SPOTLIGHT TOUR MAP
1  The Growth Project lesson - Year 3/4 team
2  The benefits of just knocking down your walls - Year 5/6 team
3  Outdoor Discovery lesson - Prep team
4  Outdoor Literacy & Arts Experience - Year 1/2 team
5  De’Couverte - Year 3/4 team
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MEET THE PRESENTERS 

Niki Buchan
Biography
Niki Buchan – International Educational Consultant for 
Natural Learning

With a biomedical background, Niki has lived and worked in 
South Africa and Scotland and has been calling Australia home 

since 2011. She has a great love for the outdoors and has been working with both adults 
and children for more than 38 years.
 
She works internationally as a conference keynote speaker, nature pedagogue, mentor 
and award-winning author. She has been invited to work in the UK, USA, Canada, Iceland, 
Sweden, South Korea, China, New Zealand, Norway, Denmark and South Africa.  She is a 
strong advocate for children’s right to a high-quality childhood with a deep concern about 
children’s mental health and trauma. Niki trusts children as being capable and competent 
and believes children of all ages have a right to regular access to nature. She is considered 
a leading voice in Nature-based practice and is increasingly supporting primary schools in 
developing their outdoors into natural learning spaces.
 
Maintaining the Spark
 
Childhood should be a joyful, carefree time of our lives, a time of play where curiosity, 
wonder and creativity sparks and drives learning and development.
 
Increasingly children are being diagnosed with a range of mental health concerns; ADHD, 
anxiety, depression, stress, ODD, ASD and trauma, affecting children’s well-being and 
ability to learn. Many lack the perseverance and resilience to tackle and complete tasks. 
Increasingly the teacher’s ability to teach effectively is limited by the behaviours displayed 
by some children in the classroom. Well-being and igniting the Spark for joyful learning is a 
priority.
 
Niki will share research and simple, inexpensive strategies that help to reduce stress 
and anxiety in children and educators as well as increasing perseverance and developing 
resilience in children to cope with life’s challenges.  



Barb Jones
(BEd, MEd) Director of Nurtured Learnscapes, Consultancy in 
Context, Coordinator of Acacia Connected Education – Nature 
& Play PODs, Acacia Bush School Inc Board member.

Barb, previously Principal of Upper Sturt Primary School initiated 
the first Bush School in Australia using the renowned work of Jon 
Young and colleagues from 8 Shields. Her experiential leadership 

is now manifested in an authentic nature and play led approach to education across the years 
of schooling.  Having mastered and implemented a nature based curriculum, integrated and 
differentiated, it is time for educators to transition to a model of meaningful education that truly 
promotes wellness and resilience, enhances family life and builds a community of caring for each 
other and the earth.  

John Marsden
Biography
John Marsden has written more than 40 books, mostly for 
teenagers and children, including Tomorrow When the War Began, 
So Much to Tell You, and The Art of Growing up.  He has sold over 
five million books worldwide, and has won every major award in 
Australia for young people’s fiction.

South of Darkness, written for adults, won the Christina Stead 
Award for Best Novel of 2015.

John’s passionate interest in education led him to start two schools, Candlebark, on a vast 
forested estate near Romsey Victoria, and Alice Miller, at Macedon, a Year 7-12 school with a 
particular emphasis on the creative arts. The two schools enrol 390 students in 2021.
 
These days our society seems to be working backwards when it comes to child-raising. 
The pattern now is to start with a worst-case scenario, and then anxiously ask ourselves, 
‘What on earth can I do to prevent such a catastrophe?’ Roman philosopher Marcus Aurelius 
advised that one should ‘cease to be whirled around’. There are times when it can be great 
to be whirled around, but when we are whirled around by disproportionate fears we run the 
risk that we, or people for whom we are responsible, will suffer. Children need to play (which 
is different to participating in sport). Children need to be adventurous (but not necessarily 
reckless). Children must explore the dark and deep woods (as contemplated by Robert Frost’s 
protagonist in that famous poem). Only thus will the foundation stones for a rewarding adult 
life be laid.
 
When we start from a fearful position, anticipating trouble, it becomes inevitable that 
children will be deprived, disadvantaged and unable to reach maturity.



Susan Ryan
Biography
Susan is the foundation Principal of Lisieux Catholic Primary 
School, Torquay. She has worked in Catholic education for over 
30 years in both primary and secondary sectors, and has held 
Principal and / or senior leadership roles in schools within Victoria 
and Tasmania. She was attracted to the idea of founding a new 

primary school in Torquay, and has found the most rewarding parts of the role to be building 
a dynamic staff team and leading a learning culture dedicated to nurturing wellbeing. Susan’s 
post-graduate studies have focused on areas of wellbeing and her doctoral dissertation 
related to a study of the phenomenon of cyberbullying. She is a passionate believer that 
exposure to the outdoors improves student wellbeing and has a direct correlation with 
academic success.
 
Known and Loved
 
Lisieux’s school motto, ‘Known and Loved’ was chosen very consciously and epitomises 
our educational approach. We understand that in order to thrive academically, students 
need to feel safe, happy and to have a sense of connection to their environment and their 
community. Susan will share the story of the Lisieux journey, the integration of positive 
psychology practices and the school’s dedication to the importance of nature in a child’s 
development.  

Not so long ago I finished my Masters in Educational Leadership and Management.  The 
content of my final paper came from an experience I had.

Within a minute, the more adventurous children started exploring – examining, touching, 
climbing the old gnarled, hollowed log. Others stood back watching. One child asked if he 
could climb through it; I checked it for safety and said, (even with an element of fear for 
the freedom I had just allowed), “Sure, go for it!” With some trepidation the child climbed 
through the hollow log and emerged victorious at the other end as if a battle had been won! 
It was in that moment, that precious moment as I stood with pounding heart, offering no 
direction, quietly watching a scene I would never have imagined, when I became aware that 
something distinctive unusual had happened.

Without preamble, squabbling or adult intervention, the children lined up one after the 
other, older children allowing younger children to go in front of them to take turns to crawl 
or slither through the hollow log, emerging triumphant at the other end.

It was then in a total sense of wonder I asked myself – “Why did the chance to climb through 
a log create such co-operation, kindness and joy?”
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